Kinomics-structural biology and chemogenomics of kinase inhibitors and targets.
Classifying kinases based entirely on small molecule selectivity data is a new approach to drug discovery that allows scientists to understand relationships between targets. This approach combines the understanding of small molecules and targets, and thereby assists the researcher in finding new targets for existing molecules or understanding selectivity and polypharmacology of molecules in related targets. Currently, structural information is available for relatively few of the protein kinases encoded in the human genome (7% of the estimated 518); however, even the current knowledge base, when paired with structure-based design techniques, can assist in the identification and optimization of novel kinase inhibitors across the entire protein class. Chemogenomics attempts to combine genomic data, structural biological data, classical dendrograms, and selectivity data to explore, define, and classify the medicinally relevant kinase space. Exploitation of this information in the discovery of kinase inhibitors defines practical kinase chemogenomics (kinomics). In this paper, we review the available information on kinase targets and their inhibitors, and present the relationships between the various classification schema for kinase space. In particular, we present the first dendrogram of kinases based entirely on small molecule selectivity data. We find that the selectivity dendrogram differs from sequence-based clustering mostly in the higher-level groupings of the smaller clusters, and remains very comparable for closely homologous targets. Highly homologous kinases are, on average, inhibited comparably by small molecules. This observation, although intuitive, is very important to the process of target selection, as one would expect difficulty in achieving inhibitor selectivity for kinases that share high sequence identity.